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AmeriSpec: More Than Inspected, AmeriSpec Inspected 

Home inspection is grounded in one-to-one relationships, so we needed to show 
that a brand could matter. By positioning AmeriSpec as setting the bar for the 
entire industry, we were able to demonstrate how only a network like ours can 

consistently deliver the kind of  expert inspectors that real estate agents demand.
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AMP Energy: Rethink Energy Website 
When most energy drinks were trying to "out extreme" each other, we asked 

consumers to focus on function. By dialing-in on the science behind the boost, we 
created a clean, dynamic award-winning website with side scrolling parallax 

graphics and responsive design. The look carried across to all in-store and OOH 
media.





















Caron Treatment Centers: Recovery Is Our Bottom Line 

Some things are more precious than money. A preeminent leader in Addiction 
Treatment, Caron wanted to set themselves apart from competitors by marrying 

their expertise with a profound depth of  care. These core brand materials 
successfully go into clinical detail about their programs, without ever sacrificing 

clarity or warmth.

















Coldwell Banker Commercial: Commercial to the Core 

It’s incredibly difficult to stand out in a competitive category like commercial real 
estate. With a diverse franchisee base operating under widely varying business 
models, we needed to unify the CBC system behind something they could all 

believe in: themselves.
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TITLE Boxing Club: The Only Competition Is You 

Launched by a professional boxer, this fast-growing fitness brand had gotten a reputation 
for being a bit hardcore. Dark, brooding imagery and a serious sounding name weren’t 
helping. With no new assets, we completely reimagined their entire digital presence in a 
way that would resonate more strongly with their 30-something female core customer.























JBL: Tweet Music 

To honor the 56th Annual Grammy Awards, JBL decided to bring music to life in 
a whole new way - with JBL Tweet Music. For the first time ever, we gave 

consumers the power to literally transform their words into music, all within 
Twitter.



















Chase IHG Rewards Card: An Essential Part of Every Journey 

When asked to rebrand this travel rewards card, I insisted we reposition it first. 
Most cards only reward you sometimes, to earn a trip you’ll maybe take someday. 

Instead, the IHG Card is the everyday tool used by experts who travel 
professionally.















Energy Kitchen: We’re Fixin’ Fast Food 

To rebrand Energy Kitchen, I wanted to show off  their real point of  difference 
versus other fast food chains. Energy Kitchen serves real food, fast, cooking 

everything to order all for under 500 calories, and the food deserves to be the star 
of  the show.



























Polk Audio: Performance Starts Hear 

For this new product launch for a series of  sports headphones, we wanted to 
demonstrate to athletes that there’s one more piece of  equipment they need to be 
their best. So we used the packaging and ads to bring to life music’s proven impact 

on performance.














